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PRESIDENT’S NOTE

Resilience! That’s what comes to mind when I think about this year 
$3'� $11� 4)� ,9ʖ8� &+$11(3*(8ɶ� �9ʖ8� %((3� $� 143*� $3'� ',Ƭ&:19� 9<4�>($78�
for all of us. Many of us have lost loved ones, watch helplessly as 
9+48(�$74:3'�:8�<(7(� 8,&0ɷ� 897:**1('�<,9+� 8,&03(88ɷ�Ư3$3&(8�$3'�
the dramatic change of everyday life. We have all been impacted by 
the pandemic in one way or another, but one thing remains true, 
we continue to get up each day and move forward. There’s strength 
in that. 

You can feel that energy in the air when you’re out in the world. You 
can see the growing progress of people when you look around. On 
campus, it’s even more noticable. The everyday grind of Professors, 
89$ƪ�2(2%(78ɷ� 89:'(398� $3'� $11�<470(78�<+4� &42(� 94��,3*8%47-
ough, to get the job done, despite the struggles of the world today is 
such a site to see. What you amazing people do each day, day in and 
day out, does not go unnoticed. Real heros don’t wear capes and 
believe me when I say, each and everyone of you are heros! 

I’ve had the pleasure of meeting a lot of great people here at ����ɶ���
2>8(1)�+$;(�+$'�2>�8+$7(�4)�897:**1(8�$3'�',Ƭ&:19,(8�<+,1(�$99(3'-
,3*�����ɶ���','3ʖ9�(=5(&9�9+(�$24:39�4)�+(15ɷ�&$7(�$3'�8:55479�9+$9�
��7(&(,;('�)742�9+(�89$ƪ�2(2%(78�+(7(�$3'���<,11�)47(;(7�%(�*7($9):1ɶ�
You all have taught me that there are still good people in the world 
that really do care about others and take pride in what they do. It 
has been a honor to learn, work and grow with you all.

OUR MISSION

Antheon� ,8� �,3*8%474:*+� �422:3,9>� �411(*(ʖ8� �,9(7$7>� $798� .4:73$1�
)4:3'('�94�5:%1,8+�9+(�%(89�89:'(39�$79�$3'�1,9(7$9:7(�<+,1(�$184�(=+,%,9,3*�
the creative visions of our talented Antheon designers. Each fall, a new 
team of student designers and editors are elected to guide a year’s worth 
of submissions. Our goal here is simple: To promote our community’s bur-
geoning writers and artists by giving them a wider audience. 
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SCAN ME

Working on this year’s Antheon Magazine, was a blessing for both 
Armani Ferreira and myself. We have both had the pleasure of see-
ing so many great artworks, poems and writings from so many 
9$1(39('�89:'(398�+(7(�$9�����ɶ��3�9+(�5$89�)(<�2439+8ɷ�<(�+$;(�
worked tirelessly to create this year’s issue of Antheon. We hope you 
enjoy it as much as we enjoyed working on it.  

�(�<$39�94�*,;(�$�85(&,$1�9+$308�94��74)(8847��7,89,3��(7,2$34;$ɷ�
9+(��79��,7(&947�4)�Antheon, for giving us the opportunity to be part 
of this project. You have taught us so much, from working on the 
Antheon magazine project, priceless lessons you taught in class to 
your amazing drive and energy as a Professor and mentor. 

We’d like to thank the English Professors �43>� �$3948&$ɷ�Nicole 
�41%(79ɷ�
7(*47>��7:34ɷ�:1,(��:71(>ɷ��42��$;$??,ɷ��$:%$��,55(7�$3'�
Frank Percaccio for all of your help with the literary submissions.

We would also like to thank �4%(79��43*ɷ�9+(��Ƭ&(��$3$*(7ɷ�$3'�
�(1(3ʍ�$7*$7(9��$88(7ɷ� 9+(��,7(&947�4)��9:'(39��:%1,&$9,438ɷ� )47�
all their help and support.

�$89�%:9�349�1($89ɷ�<(�<4:1'�1,0(�94�9+$30�>4:ɷ�9+(�7($'(7ɷ��)47�9$0,3*�
the time to read and enjoy our publication for this year’s Antheon 
magazine.  

Nicholas J. Martinez
President of Antheon
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EDGAR CASTRO
�)�9+,8�<471'�<(7(�2,3(
In a perfect world, we all should live free        
people live, breathe, and communicate too       
life throws a curveball for you and for me        
kids run to and fro with nothing to do            

waves continue to crash from rock-to-rock   
Ư8+�$3'�8+$708�8<,2�$3'�%,9(ɷ�<+,1(�9:791(8ʖ�Ʋ$5�
the universe brings new life to the block        
leaves hit the ground and trees begin to sap 

the sunshine will peek on a brand-new day    
the earth is happy as limbs touch the sky        
82,1,3*�$9�9+(�%,7'8�$8�9+(>�Ʋ>�$<$>������������
the moon winks twice because clouds are up high   

I wish for the world a great time of rest        
human and mankind should all do their best  

AHARON BOORD ���$'��$>

EREKIE KERSELIDZE�����(89$:7$:39��7$3',3*
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�FIRUZA RAKHIMOVA��$38(1�$3'�
7(9(1NICHOLAS MARTINEZ����$0(7˧8��,7$&1(

AHARON BOORD��>9+2,&��($)

NINA KALLIADA
�+(��947>

This story happened in 2011�43�9+(�84:9+��7,2($3�&4$89ɶ�My 
'$'�$3'���+$'�.:89�$77,;('�$9�9+(�<$;(ʍ54:3'('�74&0>�&1,ƪ�,3�9+(�
2,''1(�4)�9+(�'(8(79('�Ư(1'�$3'�<(�<(7(�7($'>�94�5,9&+�$�9(39ɶ��9�
<$8�$12489�':80ɷ�84�<(�+$'�94�+:77>�:5ɶ��$'�941'�2(ɷ�ʓ	,3'�9+(�
tent in my backpack and prepare everything. I will go grab some 
grass to put it down underneath the tent so the ground won’t be 
too solid.” 
�9�$�>4:3*�$*(ɷ���<$8�$17($'>�$�;(7>�(=5(7,(3&('�97$;(1(7ʍ�$'ɷ�

an outdoor lover, took me everywhere he went-so I knew what 
to do. I found a tent, cleaned the ground of small stones, laid the 
9(39�'4<3�$3'�*1$3&('�$9��$'ɷ�<+4�<$8�$17($'>�8((0,3*�*7$88�
,3�9+(�2,''1(�4)�9+(�'7>�8:3�Ư(1'ɶ���<$8�(3.4>,3*�9+(�;,(<ʍ9+(�
80>�<,9+�$�2,=('�&4147�4)�5,30�$3'�%1:(�82449+1>�)(11�,394�9+(�
calm water surface, only a light warm breeze was disturbing the 
charming silence. 
�:''(31>���+($7'��$'�&:78,3*ɷ�ʓ��ɻ�	:&0ɻɻɻ��,991(�$88+41(ɻ��+(7(�

are you, motherfucker?!” I couldn’t hear the whole eloquent 
monologue, but I could see him running to me with his left hand 
43�+,8�(>(ɶ�ʓ�+$9�+$55(3('ɽʔ���$80('ɶ��(�9440�+,8�+$3'�4ƪ�+,8�
face, and I saw his left eye swelling up. 
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ANIE YVON �(1)��4797$,9

ʓ��<$8�&411(&9,3*�9+(�'7>�*7$88ɷ�<+(3���8$<�9+(�$%$3'43('�+43-
eycomb. I picked it up and was about to call you to take a look, 
but the wasp appeared out of nowhere and stung me.” HAHAHA!!! 
	,;(�2,3:9(8�1$9(7�<(�<(7(�1$:*+,3*�94*(9+(7ɶ��(�6:,&01>�Ư3,8+('�
with the tent and started taking pictures.
�$'�<$8�<,11,3*1>�548,3*�$3'�.40,3*�$74:3'ɶ�ʓ�4���1440�1,0(�$�

Russian criminal from the 19908ɽʔ�+(�<$8�*:ƪ$<,3*ɶ�ʓ�(9ʖ8�'4�$�
few more pics with a knife! It’s going to be the bomb! I will post it 
43�	$&(%440ɶʔ��$'�+$'�$1<$>8�%((3�$1<$>8�$�&+$7,82$9,&�5(7843�
with good acting skills. After the photoshoot was done, he called 
one of his friends to share this ridiculous story. With theatrical 
and pompous voice, he started:
ʓ�($+ɷ�,9�<$8�$3�:3(6:$1�%$991(ɺ%:9��ʖ2�9+(�2$3�4)�+4347ɻ���

&4:1'3ʖ9�7:3�$<$>ɻ���<$8�Ư*+9,3*�1,0(�$�*7($9�<$77,47ɶɶɶ%:9�2>�
45543(39�<$8�)$89(7�$3'�247(�:357(',&9$%1(ɶ���)(11ɺ�%:9�1,0(�$�
5+4(3,=ɷ���<,11�7,8(�)742�9+(�$8+(8�$3'�*(9�%$&0�94�9+(�)7439ɶʔ

I thought I would die laughing. How could he always sponta-
neously come up with these funny lines?
�+(�3(=9�2473,3*ɷ�+(�1440('�<478(ɶ��(�<(7(�<477,('�9+$9�9+(�

wasp sting could cause an allergic reaction that could lead to 
(>(�'>8):3&9,43ɶ��+4(3,=�<47(�8:3*1$88(8ɷ�$3'�<(�<(39�94�9+(�
pharmacy. The pharmacist gave us pills and gel and promised that 
after a week the eye would go back to its normal condition. 

The Story, continues from p. 4

ARMANI FERREIRA �	��(89$:7$39��7$3',3*
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PETVY LI ����(89$:7$:39��7$3',3*

REBECCA ARMAND �+$70��99$&0

The rest of vacation unfortunately, the accident had hap-
5(3('�43�9+(�Ư789�'$>��$'�<$8�<($7,3*�8:3*1$88(8ɷ�(;(3�$9�
3,*+98ɷ�<+,&+�<$8�&4389$391>�2$0,3*�49+(7�5(451(�<+,85(7ɶ�ʓ�(7>�
8:85,&,4:8�2$3ɺʔ�9+(>�8$,'�$%4:9�+,2ɶ��+(3�+(�97,('�94�9$0(�+,8�
8:3*1$88(8�4ƪɷ�5(451(�<(7(�(;(3�247(�)7,*+9(3('ɶ�ʓ�(>ɷ�8<((9>ɷ�,)�
he kidnapped you and you need help, blink twice,” one man told 
2(ɶ�������ɻɻɻ��(�)4:3'�,9�;(7>�):33>ɷ�84��$'�&439,3:('�94�51$>�
+,8�ʓ741(ɶʔ�
�(85,9(�9+(�ʓ<$85�,3&,'(39ɷʔ�;$&$9,43�<$8�43�9+(�945ɶ��(�85(39�

two wonderful weeks basking in the warm (not hot!) early fall sun. 
We lived in the tent, bathed in the mountain lake, ate mussels for 
dinner, delighted in the starry sky on the perfectly clear nights 
and listened to the waves coming from the frightening dark of the 
sea. We truly enjoyed every single thing there. 

The wasp story has become one of our favorites to tell. For all 
9+(8(�>($78ɷ��$'�+$83ʖ9�1489�$�8947>9(11(7ʖ8�9$1(39ɷ�$3'�,9ʖ8�89,11�
funny to listen to this tale even if it was ten years ago. 

The Story, continues from p. 5
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Typeface inspired by
Basquiat

MAGGY PASHO
�5$&(�
Hot concrete days
To come, the rain was bound
�+(�834<�<(39�94�*4�Ư=�,9
Fell on the ground
Should’ve fell on the sun
�ʖ2�$�89$7�2$'(�4)�Ư7(
�:9�'(Ư3,9(1>�349�+,8�843
A clasp on my hand 
From the cancer crab 
He led me in 

(2,3,�9<,38�$7(�4:9�)47�$�8<,2�
Again 
Aries ram frantically about 
Stressed but never a mess
�(Ư3('�%>�431>�+(7�&(7;,=�
Well, says the twins 
She’s here for service 
�:9�9:%(8�4)�5,30�)7$2(�9+(�)$&(�
�4�'(Ư3(�9+(�)$114:9�9+$9�$<$,98�
What’s worse than salt water? 

MUSLIMA VALIJONOVA

7$3'��$3>43��489(7

NICHOLAS MARTINEZ �$86:,$9��>5()$&(

Not only does it dehydrate 
�:9�,394=,&$9(�
I have only pity for the one who 

tags along
�4�9+(�,394=,&$9,3*�8<,2�4)�$�9<,3�
I pity the one who sees her face 
And creates a pair of triplets 
I gallop across the land 
And shoot my arrow at the sun 
Oh no, looks like the time has come

I’m going to the place where souls 
'43ʖ9�(=,89�

Where memories fade 
And sound dimmers
We’re going to the place where 
*7$;(>$7'8�'43ʖ9�(=,89�

We’re going to the place where 
*7$;(>$7'8�'43ʖ9�(=,89�
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TABITHA F. JENKINS
�49,&,3*��4:�˙ˈ����+479��748(�	1447��:2%(7��+7((�
�39(7������$*$?,3(�
488,5��41:23,89�$3'��3'>�
�$7+41˧8��41>��(7747�
�(2(2%(7�<+(3�<(�7($'��41>��(7747�$3'�<$9&+('��+(18($�
,718ɶ�

�411>+4&08�Ʋ4<(78ɷ�89(28�*7$?,3*�&4:397>�*7$88(8ɷ�349�43(8�5(451(�
could be seeing in order of, how tonight that will never be. Single 
wall separated, two rollicking stones, and people odd enough, from 
�,&0,3843ʖ8��4(2��4<��$55>�,8�9+(��,991(��943(��3'��=,*(3&,(8�
never fears— facing each other from the side of dyadic lavatories, 
and cabinets shelves smiling where they could reminisce on when 
that was, and had been futilely good. Woman. Man. 1968. 

�49,&,3*ɶ���1$�94:9��$7,8�89455('�<+(3�$�2$3�8$,'�ʓ,8�>4:7�3$2(�ʕ�1(2(39,3(ʖʔ�
$)9(7�9+$9�349+,3*�(18(ɷ�(;(7>9+,3*�8((2('�)$&9�+(�.:89�8$,'ɷ�ʓ34ɷ���$2�349�$�
<7,9(7ɷʔ�8$,'�2$3�$*$,3�94�<42$3ɶ�ʓ��.:89�<$39�94�%(�43(�'$>ɶʔ��5$792(39�Ʋ447�
number three had been occupied by occupants, three people awake, though it 
<$8�349��$7,8ɷ��48943�&4:1'�89,11�%(�$�51$&(�94�89$79ɶ
�+(�&4:397,(8�>4:�7(2(2%(7�<+(3�%(,3*�&+,1'7(3�+$'�9+(�'$ƪ4',1ɷ�,7,8(8ɷ��

9:1,58ɷ�+>$&,39+ɷ�+411>14&08ɷ��(15+,$8ɶ��(451(ɷ�9+(�$&9:$1�>($7�4)�1970 of the 
6:$12�,3��1$,3;,(<�+$'�3,*+92$7(8�,3�9+(,7�81((5ɷ�<(7(�(=(259ɶ��=(259�)742�$3>�
bit of good of the country, grasses, pastures, sheep, cattle and home. Sleeping 
beauties like you were almost dead. The dead could not avouch in ways it 
astutes, (get it) how one solely inhaled aggrandizing hears not hears, his, her,  
$3'��ɶ��:9�9+(�5(451(ɷ�3(;(7247(�3()$7,4:81>�)(19�9(7747ɺ�9+(�+41>�9(7747��3'>�
Warhol (get it). You people asleep, ears and noise unbolted, reopened, bilaterally, 
(>(8�&148('�<$8�&143,3*ɶ��45��79ɷ�$3'��(4��=57(88,43,82ɶ

I voiced what made it drop to begin the investigation. Andy Warhol Factory, 
9+(��39(7������$*$?,3(ɷ�*(99,3*�<44?>ɶ

At night nothing woke the people. They wanted to dream about the country, 
1,;,3*�,3��1$,3;,(<��43*��81$3'�<+(3�,9�<$8�%()47(�9+(�<$7ɶ��+(>�8$<�9+(�
+$21(9�5(451(ɷ�$3'��45�$79�&$2(�94�1,)(ɶ�	742�549$94�Ư(1'8�94�851,9�1(;(18ɷ�$3'�
4&&$8,43$1�8+455,3*�897,58ɶ��,249+>��($7>ɷ�($3��:&
4'$7'ɷ��$78+$11��&1:$3�
9<4�5(451(�7(8:2('�9+(,7�1,;,3*ɷ�2$3�<42$3ɺ�
�+(�','3ʖ9�$38<(7�,)�+(7�3$2(�<$8��1(2(29,3(ɶ��,)(�0(59�*4,3*ɷ�8+(�<4:1'�

3(('��,249+>��($7>ɷ�$��$7;$7'�58>&+414*,89ɷ�,)�8+(�7(841;('�94�&:7(�+(7�
7:',2(39$7>�:8(�4)�',(9�5,118ɷ�%()47(����ɷ�94�&:7(�,9�,)�9+$9�<$8�8(&43'$7>ɷ�9+(�
claustrophobia and neurosis of self hate or deprecation you discern for calling 
+(7�8+4<(7�+($'�($3��:&�
4'$7'ɶ��+(�+$9('�$85(&98�4)�+(78(1)�9+$9�$%841;('�
to be self deprecation, more indubitably was self hate. She swore she could sing 

How happy is the little Stone that rambles in the Road alone, And 
'4(83ʖ9�&$7(�$%4:9��$7((78��3'��=,*(3&,(8ɷ�3(;(7�)($78ɶ

The people slept. They should be vigilantly awake, like the two who 
were, you could say treating us to it. Year was 2013ɶ��()47(�9+,8ɷ��$3�
<42$3�(=54:3'('�,3�8:&+�)47$*,3*�<,9+�1,991(�$:*:7ɸ�)$&,3*�9+(,7�2,77478�
,3�9+(,7�1$;$947,(8ɷ�74&0�%$3'��(1;(9��3'(7*74:3'�;(7>�1,19ɹ�%:9�03(<�9+(�
89,11�)((1,3*8�4)��,991(��943(8�$3'��4<��$55>�,8�9+(��,991(��943(��+4�
�$2%1(8�,3�9+(��4$'��143(ɶ��4(97>ɶ��79ɶ��(&$:8(�9+(>�<(7(�9<4�8943(8�$�
la tout Paris. A menage a trois. They just needed the one, who they were 
349,&,3*�43�9+(�8$2(�Ʋ447�$5$792(39�Ʋ447�3:2%(7�9+7((ɷ�94�.4,3�9+(2�
and manage a trois with them. 

NEKITA ALEXANDER�
�,991(��:99(7Ʋ,(8ˇ��,*��,9>

SHIRINA YUSUPKHUJAEVA��39,91('
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,3�9+,8�85,7,9�4)��*3(8��$7'$��,438��4;(ɷ�9+$9�8+(�0(59�8,3*,3*�$8�9+4:*+�2$0,3*�
it connected to a twill music in her own head. 
�,438��4;(ɷ�89$77,3*��,;$ɶ��49+�&:19:7$1�<7,9(78ɷ�2$3�$3'�<42$3ɷ�94:&+('�43�

it standing by each of their mirrors when they spoke. How good it felt to, with 
a connection of a partage divy in understanding. There was one thing to write 
about. People in Plainview are asleep. The very thing which is serially galore, that 
,8��:19:7(ɶ��+$9�>4:�897:**1(�$8�$�<7,9(7�94�2$0(�,9ɶ��3'�<+(3�>4:�$7(�<470,3*�
)47��39(7��(<�>4:7�5741,)(7$9,43�94�<470�$3'�'(&1$7(�>4:78(1)�$�&:19:7(�<7,9(7�
changes and often arrives at the abattoirs, may decide to just quit, all together. 
�4�2:&+�)47��,&0,3843ʖ8��=,*(3&,(8�$3'��$7((78ɶ��:9�,389($'�4)��(15+,$ʖ8ɷ�

5(451(�$81((5�'7($29�4)��,$243'�%1$&0�7$991(ɷ�$3'�9+(�9<4�5(451(�<,9+�34�)($78�
4)��=,*(3&,(8�$3'��$7((78�<(7(�7(Ʋ(&9,3*�43�9+(,7�&$7((78ɷ�83$&08ɶ��$&$<8�%,7'8ɷ�
*3$<,3*�43�9+(,7�94(8ɶ��+4:8$3'8�4)�9+(2�,3�9+(�3,*+9�'7($2�80>�%,7'8�Ʋ4$9,3*�
around loury on an upheaval you couldn’t decipher if Nottingham town sang in 
$&9:$1�51$&(8�<+(7(�,9�&4:1'�431>�%(��1$,3;,(<��43*��81$3'ɷ�%:9�<$8�,9�541,9,&$1ɷ�
8&,(39,Ư&$1ɷ�$3'�&143,3*�47�7(1,*,4:8�43(8ɽ�
�+(�,3;(89,*$9,43�(%%('�94�97>,3*�94�9+:2%�9+74:*+�,9�<,9+�2(ɶ��(�$11ɷ�$3'�

):79+(7247(�9+(�Ư3',3*�4:9ɺ�<,9+�,3&:15$9,43ɷ�349+,3*�84�%(8540(�5(&&$',114ɷ�
and a wrong happening. This bore a crestfallen sadness coming to an end, 
842(%4'>ʖ8�&14$0ɷ�57(9(=9�4)�&143,3*�+$55(3,3*�%>�9+(�4;(3�,)�<(�&4:1'�Ư3'�4:9�
<+4ɷ�349�94�1(9�,9�4;(78+$'4<�,9ɷ�9+(�49+(7�9+,3*ɶ��$25%(11ʖ8��42$94�84:5�&$3ɶ
�;(3�0,&0('�94�2(',:2�5,9&+�%7:2(�(2$3$9('�<(7(�,3Ʋ$2('�%:73(78ɷ�9:73('�

%>�841(�Ư3*(7�:37(2,99,3*�,25:9$9,43ɶ��4,39,3*ɷ�54,39,3*ɶ��(=9�'447ɷ�	:1&7:2�8$<�
9+(>�<(7(�&45�+($'8ɶ��49$9,3*ɷ�5,;49('ɷ�*:,19�$=,42ɶ

I unsupported was the one onus rightly guilty when sentry licentiously pointed 
$9�2(ɷ�ʓ�4:ʖ7(��+(�43(ɶʔ���8479�4)�34''('�8,3&(�9+,8�7(6:,7('�ʇ9+$9�,39(7�����

NICHOLAS MARTINEZ��,49

magazine was a gossip columnist), to give a 
6:49(ɸ�%4',(8�)742�4:7�)$&(8ɷ�&:9�4ƪɷ�94�*(9�$�
6:49(�)742�2(ɷ�9+(>�&$2(�$80('�2(�ʓ<+4�<$8�
cloning was it you?” like Andy Warhol’s Factory. 
�3�(=&(88�4)�&4&$,3(�'7:*8ɶ��,7(38ɶ

The sentry started coming to attack. So that 
wouldn’t recognize me, I changed into it, Andy 
�$7+41ʖ8�545��79ɷ�&4:1'���%(��3'>�47��$25%(11ʖ8�
Tomato Soup can? Since this was horrifying and 

XUETING TANG �(89$:7$39��7$3',3*
Noticing You..., continues from p. 12
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no one liked going back to those seventies days. Irrespective of simpler times. 
My admission to this aggrandize tableau was that it only mirrored a crock sentry 
1,;,3*�43�$5$792(39�Ʋ447�3:2%(7�9+7((�,3��48943��$88$&+:8(998ɷ��,9>��543����,11ɶ��

When they looked at my balcony’s fringe, I argy bargy peeved from out in my 
living room, due to the investigation ready to begin... in the presage of the mind 
>4:�&$3�&43':&9�43(�,3�>4:78ɶ���<$83ʖ9�9+(�43(ɶ�
:,19>ɶ��($'8�749$9,3*ɷ�5,;49('ɶ�
�,&$2(7$1ɶ��$8&(39�1,0(<,8(�$�?430('�2$3ɷ�)472(7�57(88�8(&7(9$7>ɶ��(('1(88�
again, turns the burner, somebody had, but who was it? Questions made up 
of dictum byword, something of a hoopla in the dark, could it be cloning? And 
%(8,'(8�9+(�1,*+98�<(7(�:8:$11>�4ƪ�,3�9+(�&,9>�$5$792(398�$9�9+,8�9,2(ɶ

Assuming works in progress happened on a typewriter, computer, and the 
$79<470�944ɶ��3�$�%14&0�4)�>4:7�34;,&(�$79,89ɶ��+(��39(7;,(<ɷ�(Ƭ*>�&$3;$8(8ɶ�
�:(89,438ɸ�<+$9ɷ�<+>�$3'�<+(7(ɷ�+4<ɽ��$9+74428ɷ�1$;$947,(8ɷ�431>��1(2(39,3(ɷ�
Ʋ4<(7('�841,'8ɷ�9<4�5(451(�9+74:*+�9+(�;,;$&,9>�4)�$349+(7ɷ�$*$,3ɷ�9+(>�8$<�$�
;,(<�4)��48943ɷ�9<4��48943�'<(11(78�$3'�<(7(�349,&,3*�>4:�34<ɶ�
�$3ɷ�<42$3ɶ���789<+,1(ɷ��(7�57,;$9(�1$;$947>�+$'�34�7442ɷ�3$2('�
147,$3ʖ8�

�$11ɶ��3�
147,$3ʖ8��$11�<$8�$�5,39�8,?(�8+4<(7�+($'�&$11('�($3��:&�
4'$7'ʖ8ɶ�

147,$3ʖ8��$11�<$8�+(7��$;$947>ɶ��:9�
$8843��$11�<4:1'�%(�9+(�3$2(�4)�+(7�
&$9�<+(3�8+(�*49�43(ɷ�$3'�&4:1'�$ƪ47'�,9ɷ�1,0(�49+(78�<+4�7(*$1('�$%4:9�&$98�
9+(>�)4:3'�,3�9+(�897((9ɷ�<42$3�3(;(7�','ɶ��,$3(��7(11$3'�<$8�9+(�3$2(�4)�+(7�
bathroom slip. And the advertising job she had, not knowing if it was a job as 
many days she went to work zonked from not taking diet pills was maybe the 
cause for why she felt woozy, a hangover after taking the pills, she swore she 
wouldn’t take them again.

�(7�94,1(9�%4<1�<$8�3$2('�
$8843��$11ɷ�3$2('�$)9(7��48943��411(*(ʖ8�Ʋ$*8+,5�
building and ranked out to be the size of a cookie jar, you pictured was hers. And she 
','3ʖ9�8((�,9�2$'(�$�',ƪ(7(3&(�,3�9+(�8$'3(88�8+(�)(19ɶ�
:89�4)�<,3'�%1(<�,3ɷ�8449+8$>(7�
(=(79,43�9+$9�<(�<43'(7�8$'1>�$%4:9�<42$3ɷ�2$3�;(7,9$%1>�<(�8,9�$3'�543'(7�,9�+($79,1>�,)�
his and her repressions, neurosis, man woman could ever be cured.
�+(>�($&+�+$'�%((3�8>25942$9,&�4)�7(57(88,438��1$:89745+4%,$ɷ�$3'�2$3,&ʍ 

depressive syndrome.
One needed to presage concentration, man on wind, breezes. The other woman, not to 

shakably perpetrate her own claustrophobic syndrome in a brittle pint size lavatory called 

147,$3ʖ8��$11ɹ��8�1,)(�57(8:2('�489(38,%1>�$�%4:*+�4)�<$9(7ɶ��7,55,3*�)742�9+(�8,30ɷ�<+$9�
,)�9+,8�<$8�1,0(��3'>ʖ8�Ư789�$5$792(39�,3�9+(��$89��,11$*(�'7,55,3*�<,9+�74$&+(8ɶ

SANA ZIA��74401>3,9(

 They even came out his folder he moved in with his best friend 
Phillip Pearlstein, lots of roaches, incredible roaches. 
�+(>�7(39('�$�%,*�7442�4)�'$3&(7ʖ8�	7$3&(8&$��4$ʖ8�14)9�43�<(89�

237'�897((9ɷ�(;(3�247(�74$&+(8�8(7,$11>�85($0,3*�94�Ư9�,394�$�%440�
or Andy Warhol’s folder,  you wonder was this the habit, or likewise 
norm, for those Artists, and the novice emerging ones, if Tarzan and 
$3(��(;,8,9('�<$8�9+(�<471'�$3'�9+(�<$10�:5�$5$792(39ɷ�9(3(2(39�
in St, Marks place maybe just a memory, the question we wondered 
,)ɷ�9+,8�<$8ɷ�$11��$7?$3�$3'�$3(ɷ��(;,8,9('ɶ���)(<�2439+8ɶ�,3�9+(�%4$9�
we sink. So like the people. Writers and friends of the Artists go 
'4<3ɶ��:(�94�&4&$,3(�(=&(88�,3�9+(�8(;(39,(8ɷ��9(;(��:%(11ɷ�)$:&(9�
2$0(�7($843�85$30,3*1>�7($'>�94�%(*,3ɶ��,)(ɶ
�,;,3*ɶ��)�8+(�','ɷ�8+(�<4:1'�8((ɷ�9+(�+4114<�897((9�)742�%(>43'�

9+(�<,3'4<�('*(ɷ�$3'�%(�,3,6:,94:8ɶ��,0(<,8(�97:(�94�7($843�2$0(8�

JARED LYN�$>˧8��79��(3��4*4

ALICE PRUDNIKOVA��1:(�$3'��+,249+>
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+(7�',8841;(�,394�8$19�9+74:*+�+(7��48943�<,3'4<ɶ��7(��4:�1498�<,)(ɽ�&4:1'�%(�9+(�
3(&(88,9>�94�$80�43(ɶ��98�8,*3,Ư&$3&(�%47(�$�57(8$*(ɶ��$3�8((8�,9�$8�$�8,2,1,9:'(�
<42$3�'7(88('�1,0(�$3(�,3�14,3&149+8�349�034<,3*�9+(�&$:8(�$3'�,)�+(7�3$2(�
<$8��1(2(39,3(ɷ�,9�.:89�89455('ɷ�8+(�','3ʖ9�8$>�8+(�<$8ɶ
�19+4:*+�8+(�+$'�9+(�,2$*(�9+$9�,)�8+(�',('ɷ�2$3�<4:1'�Ư3'�+(7�$3'�8$>�5447�

<42$3ɷ�8+(�+$'�84�2:&+�94�1,;(�)47ɶ��42$3ɶ��440,3*�%$&0ɷ�<+4(;(7�<$8�9+(7(�
couldn’t have been a wife or saint. 

The heads shadows shot back a riposte of conscience stricken ports of the 
8(397>�,3�9+(�$,7�<(�<(7(�%7($9+,3*�9$10,3*�94�+(7�<+(3�,3�9+(�%$9+7442�
147,$ʖ8�
�$11ɷ�8+(�8$,'�8+(�<$8�.:89�&4$*:1$9,3*�<,9+4:9�&+$3*,3*�,394�$�Ʋ:,'ɷ�$3'�'4,3*�
84�34<�$3'�$*$,3ɶ��49�'$3&,3*ɷ�47�574&7$89,3$9,43ɶ��(7�%$9+7442�81,5�<$8��,$3$�
�(771$3'ɷ��,*+99,2(ɶ��48943��,3'4<ɶ��+(�431>�49+(7�541,&(�$:9+47,9,(8�1,30,3*�
Foible and her inquity to her. Woman.

Prognosticates be all. Prediction, this feeling as she had of disconsolation 
<4:1'�%(&42(�4:7�4<3�$3'�9+(�&,9>�4)��48943�<+,&+�<$8�1:%7,&,9>�$3'�5(76:,-
sition. Woman in her pink slip who would have lasted if she poke out at the 
window, not believe in her own perquisition that it had so taken own an 
amorphous shape of suicide. If you were to see the view and not believe in the 
(5,*7$2�4)�$�1,0(�54(9,&$1�3,*+9ɷ�8+(ɷ�<42$3�<+,1(�1,;,3*�,3��48943ɷ�+$'�)(19�
suicidal, and there was her bathroom, over her head and body to witness it. There 
<$8�$�%$1&43>ɷ�$�51$&(�94�*(9�$,7�,)�>4:�<$39('ɹ�8+(�<4:1'�%(*,3�94�2$*,&$11>�
',8841;(�,3�242(398ɷ�+(7�%$9+7442�81,5ɷ��,$3$��(771$3'�)$11,3*�94�9+(�Ʋ447ɶ

 It wasn’t the Salem witch’s circles and the witch trials only Massachusetts, 
the city upon a hill, and all eyes are among us.

SHIRINA YUSUPKHUJAEVA��39,91('

EMILY WONG��4797$,9
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�,9>�$3'�9+(�8(397>�4)�+($'�8+$'4<8�54,39,3*�4:9�94�:8�&,;,1,$38�,3�
their kitchen alcoves understanding from childhood’s and famous presi-
'(39ʖ8�85((&+ɹ�','�,9�)47(9(11�,3�,9�8+(�8+4:1'�+$;(�034<3�%(99(7ɶ��;(3�,)�
she dissolved and the true notorious cases of mass hysteria, in a woman’s 
hangings didn’t less propagandize the actual call for a female hanging.

When everyone’s entitled from the known four women who were hanged, 
94�':(�574&(88�$3'�
$8843��$11ɷ�2$'(�$�9+:'�34,8(�<+(3�8+(�Ʋ:8+('�,9ɶ��(7�
one positive glance over her feminine products in the shelf cabinet, alluded 
94�+(7�9+$9�8+(�<$8�349�3(<�94��48943�$1%(,9ɷ�842(<+(7(�842(43(�'7455('�
9+(,7�',(9�5,118�$3'�+(7�&411($*:(8�$9�9+(�$';(79,8,3*�Ư72�','3ʖ9�&$7(�9+$9�,9�
<$8�+(7ɶ��7455('�+(7�',(9�5,118ɷ�57(9(3'('�94�&$11�:543��,249+>��($7>ɷ�$3'�
put such an impression of us knowing her, if she decided to not swallow 
9+(2�9+(�%4991(�4)�5:118ɷ�%:9�349�$11�4)�,9�,3�9+(�94,1(9�%4<1�,3�8(&7(&>ɶ�ʇ�,9>�
�543�$�+,11ʈ�2($39�ʓ��8+4:1'�034<�9+$9ɶ��+,8�,8��48943ɷʔ�<+(3�8+(�',*7(88('�
$3'�1$&0('�$�3(('�94�7$38$&0�,9�%()47(�&148,3*�9+(�&$%,3(9�43�+(7�',(9�5,118ɺ
	((1,3*�&1$:89745+4%,&ɷ�<42$3�34<ɶ��+(>�<(7(�7($',3*��($9+�43�9+(�

Installment Plan. It seemed to calm the man, until he almost scuttered up, 
his cabinet shelf had empty bottles of toothpaste though he thought he 
<4:1'�3(;(7�8$>ɷ�ʓ9+(>�0,11('��$'$2(��(7(3*(ɷ�8+(�',('ɶʔ��42$3�8$,'�$14:'�
with the cover of the book and pages in her hand. Man couldn’t see, it was in 
repose, and furthermore came in the drama of a sad end.

They were going to take away her crossed eye dogged, according to this old 
old book, and a sad very sad story in a reckoning passage, could it be man’s 

9+,8�>($7ɷ�)742�'($9+�,3��7(',9ɷ��7(',9�+$8�$�<$>�4)�$'',3*�:5ɷ�$3'�
coming back to wreak its havoc if he didn’t make it?
�:9�9+(3�8+(�8:ƪ4&$9('ɶ��:ƪ4&$9('���2($3�7($11>�8:ƪ4&$9('�8$,'�

<42$3ɶ��+$59(7�%440�<7,99(3�%>��4:,8�	(7',3$3'��(1,3(ɶ��:%1,8+('�
in 1936, furthermore, the thing was not futilely let her woman, 
engrossment donned on the hair of a crown to die by suicide by 
.:25,3*�4ƪ�9+(�%$1&43>�349�034<,3*�,)�
$8943��$11�<$8�+(7��3,;(7-
sity’s (alma maters) college alumni would of known it was suicide, and 
8+(�<$8�$�%$'ɷ�$�%$'�43(�<+4�2$'(�974:%1(�,3��+(893:9��,11ɶ��:9�+(7�
toilet bowel and supplement diet pulls went in not her alma mater’s 
8:,&,'(�%(�+(7�7(;(7,(ɷ�349�94�9+,30�$%4:9�	(1,=�2$3ʖ8�(3*74882(39�$8�
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�4758(�4)��+(��7,'(��(9Ʋ,=��489(7
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<(11�842(9+,3*�4)�$�7(;(1$9,43�7($',3*�ʓ�($9+�43�9+(�
�389$112(39��1$3ɶʔ��42$3�1,*+91>�7($'�5$88$*(8ɹ�2$3�
listened. 
ʓ�(7(�<(�$7(�$143(�$*$,3ɷ�,9ʖ8�$11�84�814<ɷ�84�+($;>ɷ�

84�8$'ɺ��ʖ11�%(�41'�8443ɶ��+(3�$9�1$89�,9�<,11�%(�4;(7ɶ��4�
many people have come into my room. They’ve talked, 
they haven’t said much, they’ve gone away. They are 
grown old, wretched, sluggish, each in some corner of 
9+(�<471'ɶ��(89(7'$>�$9�(,*+9�4ʖ&14&0ɶ��$'$2(��(7(3*(ɷ�
the concierge, died. Tomorrow they’re going to bury her 
in the cemetery on the rues de Saules. Here it comes. 
Moments and Reverie.”

Noticing You..., continues from p. 18
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��+(�<$118�<(7(�9(11,3*�+,2�2$3ɷ�&43&(397$9(�$3'�57(8$*(ɶ��(9ʖ8�349�
)47*(9�$%4:9�9+(�*44'�9+,3*8�$%4:9�>4:�2$3ɷ�$8,'(�)742�	(1,=ɶ��4�,9ɷ�%:9�
'43ʖ9�1($3�43�9+(�9449+%7:8+�+41'(7�<,9+�>4:7�Ư3*(7ɶ�
�43&(397$9(�43�9+(�<42$3�3($7(89�9+(�<$11�94�>4:7�&1()9�&+(89�9+$9�<$8�

43(�4)�>4:7�*44'�$3'�$997$&9,;(ɷ�$997,%:9(8ɶ��+(89ɶ��3'��$%8ɶ�	4&:8��3�
your strong black hairy beard, upper chest, little specks of red hair that 
were signs of being a redhead with the recessive trait. Even on Madame 
�(7(3*(ɶ��,9+$1ɷ�,9�8((2('�54197443�$�7(2,3'(7ɷ�94�+,2�431>ɶ��;(3�9+$9�
�$'$2(��(7(3*(�',('ɶ��(9�4)�	(1,=�<+4�1()9�+,2ɷ�ʓ9+$9�9+,8�&4:1'�%(�9+(�
end, for me,’’ she heard him blurt very dramatically, the diet pills in her 
cabinet shelf wouldn’t taste good anymore, they are a hundred years old, 
couldn’t heal our repressions now and she found that out now.
�:Ƭ&(�)((1,3*8�9+$9�9+,8�41'�1,991(�'($'�742$3&(�<$83ʖ9�*4,3*�94�%(�$�2$7;(1ɶ
�+(�41'(7�>4:�*(9ɷ�9+(�247(�8:,&,'$1�>4:�*(9ɶ��3'�,9�<$8�%(&$:8(�4)�	(1,=ɷ�

that feeling blisteringly came seeing your cat abscond from his brother. 
She, his man’s sister, saw you mad, riled up and  sprung  standing when 
>4:7�8,89(7�%74:*+9�>4:�9+(�9$%%>�&$9��0,55>ɶ��440,3*�84�;(7>�'$**(7('ɷ�
vociferous man to woman. A vouched man, he would abstain from now on, 
and told the antecedent story, man after his scuttering up to hear about 
�($9+�43�9+(��389$112(39��1$3ʖ��$'$2(��(7(3*(�',('�$%4:9�+(�3(;(7�
thought he would say, reading literature and peregrinating on the fact.
�4<�8:,&,'$1�':(�94�,9ɶ�	(1,=�':25,3*�2$3�+4,9>�94,9>�57(9(39,4:81>�+,8�

<$>ɷ�&4*,9$9,43�2$3ʖ8�8947>�4)�3(*1(&9�$3'�(;(7�$)9(7ɶ�ʓ�4<ɷʔ�;42,947,:2ʖ8�
<42$3ɶ���9�<$8�.:89�4;(7ɶ��(�$Ƭ72('�94�+(7ɶ�ʓ�($11>�4;(7ɶʔ

JACQUELINE SARWAY��(974��,9&+(3

NICHOLAS MARTINEZ��4797$,9
Noticing You..., continues from p. 20
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Of two small kittens with no mother in the middle of the street, 
a verily man described. His sister, declared the day, she saw two 
cats in the middle of single street took one home who really seemed 
injurious by that, now looking wetter than she was a second ago, 
and at the window edge, were the lineation and contour of her eyes 
8479�4)�;(7>�54197443�,25:,88$39ɷ�<$9(7>ɷ�Ʋ,28>�,3�+4<�>4:�<4:1'�
feel resembled Man’s anguish of suicide, on this night, and without 
a night to the same degree taking her diet pills but listening to man.

The notion of a dechaining of a tabby kitty from its brother cat 
1,)(�8((2('�1,0(�8+(�+$'�*:??1('�,98�2$13:97,9,43�54<(7�Ʋ$;47�4)�
knowledge. Woman caught a contagion and got a little of what man 
had. A little lost, a little shaky, began to feel her strength damn well 
peregrinating. This was good news, maybe a man had helped her. 
Wetness on her body, that she repelled jumping over the window 
edge as man told his story to her. 

He, Man vociferous on the continuation of our conversation, 
9477,'1>�5$7$5+7$8('ɶ�ʓ�+(�%74:*+9��0,55>�+42(ɶɶɶʔ�9+,8�<$8�<+(3�
he described in the interval his sister opened his door, and felt 
his strength again that he was better. Seldom, not now. Now was 
',ƪ(7(39�9+4:*+9�2$3ɷ�+$7'�)$11,3*�$81((5ɷ�<,9+��(<��($78�$17($'>�
here. Story came to the world, became asthenic and down and 
out. We, the world, wanted to stay up so we could help each other. 
�,2,1$71>�94�9+,8��($9+�43��+(��389$112(39��1$3ʖ8�&7488�(>('�'4*ɷ�
the book opened and so did we, open and awake. The book was held 

by woman under an overcast light, conjured from the small night 
light, and herself.
�4:�&4:1'�8((�$11�4)�:8�)742�',ƪ(7(39�54,398�4)�4:7�51$&(8ɷ�

emotional ones too. Man, woman, me though I was far from them, 
became pulled into this world of thought and what if.

They were, both standing by their simulacrum and chassis mirrors 
9+(�2,''1(�4)�9+(�7($'�:5��($9+�+(��389$112(39��1$3ɸ��4:�&$3�
,3&1:'(�2(�944ɷ��($9+�43��7(',9�<$8�$3�$2$?,3*�7($'ɶ��$3�%(9<((3�
the one wall where this conversation subsists through literature 
+$'�Ʋ,55('�$3'�9:73('�%>�%49+�4)�9+(2�7($',3*�,3�9+(,7�%$9+74428ɶ
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Noticing You..., continues from p. 21
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ISAIAH CRUZ �9ˆ�	:.,

ASHLEY ABREU
�$9:7(
��14;(7�4)��$9:7(ɷ��3�$'47(7�4)�%($:9>ɹ�
It is who I am, purely and absolutely. 
She gave me life, and provided me sustenance, 
How can I share her love? I understand her utterance. 
She soothed me, comforted me, accompanied me, 
She appealed me, She raised me, She nurtured me. 

�+(ʖ8�$�)7,(3'�$3'�$�9($&+(7ɹ�<+4�'4(8�+(7�':9>ɷ�
If I betray her, it’ll lead me to penance. 
Oh, my dear Nature! You make me feel free, 
You give me trees, under which I enjoy my tea. 
�ʖ2�+$55>�431>�%(&$:8(�4)�>4:7�(=,89(3&(ɶ�
You are my beloved to a great degree. 

ALICE PRUDNIKOVA
�43��($81>��8����9$*

EMILY TORRES�
(42(97,&��>5()$&(
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OMAR ABUZAHRIEH
���4;(��(<��470
I love New York 
It’s the city that never sleeps
There is so much people 
Its throughout the 24 hours

There’s so many cars
�85(&,$11>�9$=,�'7,;(78
The streets are busy

So much action
So much to do

44'�94�*4�<,9+�)7,(3'8
And family

KENNY YE��7,'*(
JOELYN GONZALEZ��39,91('
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NAVINE JOHNSON 
�:33˧8��,;(7
No water is as clear as
�:33ʖ8�7,;(7�)$118�,98�&$8&$',3*
water runs down huge
2$*3,Ư&(39�74&08�*147,4:8
to behold fast yet calming to
the soul rocks you walk
on as you climb higher and higher

lodged in the peek mountains of
�&+4��,48�$2$,&$�9+(
golden ray sunlight hits
the rocks as crystals falling from
the Heavens blessings gracing this
earth its majestic
89:33,3*�94�%(+41'�
4'ʖ8�*,)9�94�:8�$11
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NAVINE JOHNSON
�4%4'>
you you you you you 
you you you you you 
you you you you you 
                     yes you,
                     you cannot come in
                     you cannot come in through this door
                     I hurt
                     it still hurts
                     the pain is still here
ahh!    ahh!    ahh!    ahh!    ahh!
                     you lied!
                     you have always lied
                     to me! 
                     me!    me! 
                     you have always lied to me!
you you you you you 
you you you you you 
                     you have tricked me
                     you said I was free
                     you pretend to care 
                     yet you push me against the wall
                     yesterday, yesterday  
                     my brother and I was walking down the street
                     you stopped me

                     you did not see him
                     you stopped me alone
                     you push me against the wall
                     you forced my hands behind my back
help me!     help me!
          somebody!
���������������������$3>%4'>ɺɶ
ahh!      ahh       ahh!
                     what did I do wrong?
                     why are you holding me here?
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                    is wearing a black hoodie a crime?
                    my brother had on one too
you you you you you
you you you you you 
you cannot come in
you cannot come in through this door
��������������������>4:�$7(�8:ƪ4&$9,3*�2(ɻ
��������������������>4:�$7(�8:ƪ4&$9,3*�2(ɻ
>4:����$7(����8:ƪ4&$9,3*����2(ɻ
help me!    help me!
help!    help!    help!
                    somebody!
�������������������������$3>%4'>ɺ
maybe if I look like my brother, I will be safe
maybe I should dress like my brother, I will be safe
maybe I should speak like my brother, I will be safe
>4:�$7(�8:ƪ4&$9,3*�2(ɺɶ
>4:�$7(�8:ƪ4&$9,3*�2(ɺɶ
>4:�$7(�8:ƪ4&$9,3*�2(ɺɺ
                     stand up straight
                     look them in the eye
                     no no, don’t look them in the eyes
                     they will be suspicious
���������������������1440�43�9+(�*74:3'ɺɶɶ�

yes, sir    no sir    yes mam    no mam
don’t answer when they speak
                     nod just nod 
                     always nod
                     at least my brother is safe
                     at least my brother is safe
                     my brother is always safe
                     he doesn’t look like me
what must I do?
what must I do?
what the F**k must I do!?
                    don’t say that don’t ever say that
                    don’t be hostile
                     you will be seen as a threat
���������������������������$11�$7,8(ɺ
�����������������������������������9+(�+4347$%1(ɺɶɶɶ�
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Nobody, continues from p. 32
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SHAKIRA JOHNSON
�42(*7$3$9(�:,&(
Which did you prefer? 
Seeing the pomegranate juice drip from the woman you just bred, 
<$9&+,3*�,9�'7,5�4ƪ�9+(�843�8+(�%473(ɶ�
You   Sip 
           Sip 
           Sip   that pomegranate juice with pride.
Or...
The pomegranate juice of the man you shot?
�440�2(�,3�2>�(>(8�$3'������ɻ�
The sound whistled in your ear.
Pomegranate juice splattered from his chest to yours. 
You felt like the man because you demanded him to 
������������440�,3�>4:7�(>(8ɷ
������������440�,3�>4:7�(>(8ɷ�
������������440�,3�2>�(>(8���94�8((�9+(�2$3�<+4�0,11('�>4:ɶ
It’s me! 
The man with lost hope,
the man who never found love so he ran to the streets.
And there is where his heart beats, 
��������������������������������������������������������($98ɷ�
��������������������������������������������������������($98���)47�9+(�84:3'�4)�9+(�2$3�+(�<$9&+('�',(ɶ�

With the gun in his hand he Sip, 
                                                       Sip,
                                                       Sip   that pomegranate juice with pride. 
:89�1,0(�$�7,%%43�,3�9+(�80>�9+(�542(*7$3$9(�.:,&(�8(98�+,*+�<,9+�$�+,39�4)�47$3*(ɷ�
as the stars align you see your story untold,
your son watching this mystery man unfold in front of him. 
What would you do if your son became one of them? 
One Of You...
                         Sip his pomegranate juice, 
                         Sip his pomegranate juice, 
                         Sip the innocence you erased. 
The man who gained no face,
the man you killed could’ve been great.
but like any son they follow their fathers’ steps
like you, your son has become the angel of death.
�9�����������������������,11('��3(ɷ�
�����������������������������,11('��<4ɶ
�:9�>4:�&439,3:('�94�8,5�9+$9�54,8434:8�.:,&(ɶ
                            Save the child,
                            Save the son, 
                            Save the soul. 
�,'�>4:�57()(7�349�94�5$>�9+(�'(%98�>4:�4<(ɽ
To your son in which you were to devote time,
instead you turned to the streets to grind.
�($;,3*�>4:7�843�94�)$&(�9+(�:3034<3ɶ�

EREKIE KERSELIDZE��(9$5+47,&$1��(

ALICE PRUDNIKOVA �$9(7�
1$88(8
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magic shOwmagic shOw

wizards wizards 
uniteunite
presents

sat-sun 3:00pm-5:00pmsat-sun 3:00pm-5:00pm

455 MadisOn Ave
LOtte New YOrk Palace

presents

MADISON SHANN 
�9,11��:33,3*
tsk tsk tsk tsk tsk tsk 
tsk tsk tsk tsk tsk tsk
tsk tsk tsk tsk tsk tsk tsk
   once upon a time here was quiet, very quiet
                                                  tsk tsk tsk tsk, not anymore though
   silence was once a dream promised to us by wealthy sellers
   shame on us, we fell for it
   and now it’s all just a fantasy
   this place could never
   would never
   don’t you ever
   turn into what we ran away from
   tsk tsk tsk tsk tsk
���89,11�7:33,3*ɺ*4ɶɶɶ'43ʖ9�1440�%$&0ɶ�*4
   go!   go!   go!
   I remember how it was before
���%()47(�
$9(<$>�9:73('�,394�9+(�7(89�4)�*+(994��74401>3
   tsk tsk tsk tsk, shootings here
   robberies there, go
   yes you, go
   you don’t belong here
   you came for serenity and protection

���%:9�%74:*+9�9+(�+44'�4)��743=�<,9+�>4:
   tsk tsk tsk tsk tsk tsk
   how could we breathe with the sprinkle of weed in the air
   once was pure air 
���34<�Ư19+>�1,0(�9+(�&422:3,9>
   this could have never
   would have never
   don’t you ever
   tsk tsk, just go, run now, go!

   borderline Queens, we once had class
   all that is now bullshit and talk in the ass
���980�980�980ɺɺ*4ɻ
���980�980�980ɺɺ*4ɻ
   don’t get me wrong
   black is beautiful
   black is strong
   yet, we don’t know when we’re wrong
   like colonizers, we inhabit this area
   could have never
                                      should have ever
   why would we ever
   new faces, new cases
   tsk tsk tsk, go!    go!    go!

BAKHTIYOR KHAYDARKHODJAEV
�$*,&��+4<��489(7

ZACHARY MARSHALL
�4797$,9

VANESSA WYATT��'*>��4147��1$89
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Still Running, continues from p. 38

   walking home and I look back every 5 seconds
   tsk, I pray, tsk, I hope
   hope for protection
   protection not neglection
   just know if I go missing
   there won’t be an inspection
   go!   go!   go!
   tsk tsk tsk tsk tsk tsk tsk tsk
   there is a mall that I walk to every day
   the deli on the corner would lead you astray
   such a busy place at day
   but not a soul on the street at night
   clutch your purse and run
   don’t look back
   might trip on a body that overpopulates this
   community
   no unity, no opportunity 
���>4:�<4:1'�'(Ư3,9(1>�3(('�,22:3,9>
   why would you ever
���ʕ&$:8(���&4:1'�3(;(7
   should have never
   ever, ever, ever
                                   tsk tsk tsk tsk tsk tsk

                                   go!   run   now!
             go!     go!     go!
             tsk tsk tsk tsk tsk tsk tsk tsk go!
go! tsk tsk tsk tsk tsk tsk tsk tsk
run
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JADE MEDINA
���+49�4)��4'0$ˇ��48(8ˇ�$3'��8+(8
�,6:47�,8�2,=('�$3'�*1$88(8�&1,30ɶ
Smiles and cheers go hand and hand, 
as the ball of transformation descends.

11,875 pounds.
The weight of the last page found within this chapter,
delicately written in your autobiography. 

Midnight strikes.
As we dance the night away,
we contemplate the outline of the year to come.

�(841:9,438ɺ
�('(259,43ɺ
�943(2(39ɺ
All born from the ashes of yesterday, 

here to give us a chance to right the wrongs of tomorrow. 
�42(�2$>�*7,5�9,*+9�94�9+(�&1,ƪ+$3*(7�4)�9+(�57(;,4:8�&+$59(7ɶ

Whilst others foreshadow a new beginning.
With new characters,
New problems,
And new solutions—

A grimly ghost writer accompanied by destiny,
ultimately decides how the story will end.

�(�8,*3�4ƪ�4:7�%440�<,9+�$�842(9,2(8ʍ:3(=5(&9('�*44'%>(ɷ
and publish our life’s story cemented in tombstone. 

SHIRINA YUSUPKHUJAEVA��48(8
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FRIEDA SUTTON 
	$9+(7˧8��43*
Tears roll down my eyes as I look at you - 
Wondering how time has gone by so fast 
The little girl in my arms, how you grew. 
��7(2(2%(7�9+(�7,%%438�,3�>4:7�+$,7ɷ�4+�+4<�9+(>�Ʋ(<�
�:&0>�<$8���94�51$>�'$'�,3�>4:7�&$89�
Tears roll down my eyes as I look at you - 

�$2(�,394�2>�1,)(ɷ�9+,30,3*�,9�<$83ʖ9�97:(�
Holding you close forever unsurpassed 
The little girl in my arms, how you grew. 

Trading away ponies for a cold brew 
�43ʖ9�)47*(9�2(�<,9+�$11�9+(�9,2(�9+$9ʖ8�5$89�
Tears roll down my eyes as I look at you - 

�74:*+9�$�8<((9�%4>�+42(�349�8:7(�<+$9�94�'4�
�$''>�+(ʖ8�9+(�43(�>4:�<+,85(7('�$9�1$89�
The little girl in my arms, how you grew. 

The music plays and I am stuck like glue 
Please walk me down the aisle daddy, you asked 
Tears roll down my eyes as I look at you - 
The little girl in my arms, how you grew.

DENZEL ROBINSON��>(8

JARAAD BURGOS��0>��,(<

JEFFREY WEXLER��((5��+4:*+9

MUSLIMA VALIJONOVA��4*4
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TABITHA F. JENKINS
�4<��43*��,1��(�
(9��4��:7��(89,3$9,43ˍ�
�9�<$8�9+(�6:(89,43���<$8�2($3,3*�94�$80ɷ��ʓ�4<�143*�9,11�<(�

*(9�94�4:7�'(89,3$9,43ɽʔ��:9�:543�9+(�85:7�4)�9+(�3(=9�843*�
43�9+(�7$',4�':(�94�51$>ɷ��ɷ��$'$�$��:73(7��:8,&��1$88,&�	$3ɷ�
$':1$9('�	(77,8��:(11(7ʖ8��$>��ƪ�8,99,3*�245,3*�+45,3*�9+(>�
<4:1'�51$>��$30(��&+(43ɷ�9+(�143*�>($73,3*�)47�,9�5742,8('�
me happy rapacity and longing. I wanted to hear it for the 
2(7(�8$0(�,9�2$'(�>4:�)((1�*44'ɶ��$30(��&+4(3ɶ��+4:*+�
it strayed into the conjecture that is to say in this driving 
while listening recondite and impenetrably to two hominid 
individuals  meander around it, their genders despite being 
%4>�*,71�8+4:1'�+$;(�%((3�$%1(�94�&4$=�9+(2�94�',ƪ:8(�9+(�
silence and talk about The rain.

For if it was due to the rain, it still does not forego that one 
or two people shouldn’t talk even if it, the feeling, or what they 
couldn’t say, the rain is going to come soon, try to deter away 
and lose focus on the end goal. Their perspicuous being boy 
girl in the silent moments not feeling the rain’s lodgment, and 
that’s why they didn’t talk. If only boy girl had a small pittance 
of bullishness but that the rain will come, only in a short while, 
$&&47',3*�94�2(��$'$�<+4�'(&1$7('�,9�%()47(�9+(�&$7�<,3'4<8ɷ�
$3'�9+(,7�9,39ɶ��:9�<+(3�<,11�9+(>�51$>��$30(��&+4(3ɽ��3�9+(�

radio. I wanted to ask the rain keepers or wardens. If there was no 
sanguinity that we didn’t want the rain to come now so what will 
<(�'4�,)�349�5$88�9+(�9,2(�:39,1�,9�&42(8�$3'�ʓ�4<��43*��,11��(�
(9�
�4��:7��(89,3$9,43ɽʔ�:39,1�9+(3�57(8:2$%1>ɶ

There was an ennui, and they didn’t talk. I had a thermos of 
water, the hominids made locomotive shifts to my ken in the car 
8($9ɷ�431>�8$<�9<4�'49�5$347$2$�+($'8ɷ�$3'���)(19�,3�2(��$'$�
349+,3*�&+$3*('ɶ��9�<$8�*4,3*�94�&42(ɷ�:543�$�&4(Ƭ&,(39�$24:39�
4)��41$3'�857,3*�<$9(7���'7$30�$3'�941'�2>8(1)��$'$ɷ�2>�3$2(�
again again and again until it sank in me and decided it would. 
They as we drove along this lonely freeway consecrated and 
solemnized my decorum, the two hominids as veracity and truth 
4)��$'$�%(,3*�%4>�$3'�*,718�9+(�431>�2479$18�%(9<,=9�2(�,3�9+(�
closeness were like cushionings and obtunds who had believed in 
2(����$'$�<74:*+91>ɷ���0(59�2>�*$?(�)47<$7'ɷ�9+(>�','3ʖ9�8$>�%:9�
knew the rain was going to come through my volition to say it was.
��<$8�,3�9+(�%$&0�8($9�Ʋ4:3'(7,3*�,3�9+(�;(7,9>�9+$9�9+(>�','ɷ�

$&&(59,3*��$'$ʖ8�97:89,3(88�8+(�*49�)742�+(7�9+(7248��41$3'�
�57,3*�2(�9+(�43(��$'$ɷ�,3�$�2,89�$3'�+48,3*�'4<3�9+$9���03(<�
9+$9�7$,3�<$8�*4,3*�94�&42(ɶ��+(�9+(7248�<$8�Ư11('�94�3 centi-
meters high, it was to the side of me in the car, almost gone and 
5$88(ɷ�7$3�4:9ɶ��3�9+,8�247,%:3'�8($9���8$9�,3�$��$2(743��,88$3�
and with the plush black polyester.

VAZIRA ERGASHEVA��($:9>�,8�,3�9+(��(9$,18QIQIN LI VI��39,91('
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organic cafe

�+(�84:3'�4)�;,%7$9,3*�9+(7248�<$8�0((5,3*�9+(�843*�4)��$30(��&+4(3�,3�
my head. To the rhythm. The whirls of the car wheels kept tossing me, and her 
to the corners of the door. She was sitting in the passenger seat, no rain, more 
6:,(93(88ɷ�$+($'�4)�2(ɶ��4�7$,3�$*$,3ɶ���8((0(7�4)�034<1('*(ɶ��,0(�<,11�,9�7$,3ɷ�
or will it not rain? What we feared is that it would, but her being a seeker of 
knowledge, had less knowledge than I did, and it hurt. 

The mop of hair that so very beamed in front of my nose was one on a black 
8943>�%7:3(99(ɷ�$3'���&$11('�+(7�9+$9ɷ��7:3(99(ɶ�

A palisade of shades that mingled with the dawning of night came over our 
8,*+9�$8�>4:�,2$*,3('�$�7$9+(7�5+,1,89,3(�2$3�'7,;,3*�:8�,3�$��$2(743��,88$3�
89:''('�9+(�<+41(�<$>ɶ��+(��7:3(99(�+$30(7('�:5�<+(3�$80,3*�43(�89,5:1$9('�
%43$�Ư'(�43:8�6:(89,43�$14:'�$%4:9�7(51(9(3(88ɶ���431>�8&449('�$3'�7:891('�
:5�&148(7�94�+($7�9+(2ɶ��(+,3'�9+(�<+((1�<$8�$�2$3�'7,;,3*�<,9+�97(2%1,3*�
but unmoving hands over the hot oscillating wheel.

VAZIRA ERGASHEVA�:89�9+(��<4�4)��8

ANNA POVALINSKA��4ƪ((��($3��4*4

JAYDEN CRUZ��47(��1($8(
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ʓ�7(�>4:�+:3*7>ɽʔ��9�<$8�9+(�Ư789�6:(89,43�8+(�$80('�+,2ɶ��422>ɶ�	,789�
came the long transit of nobody talking. The question had been asked, very 
Ư99,3*1>�(34:*+ɷ�<$83ʖ9�944�5(7843$1ɷ�349�9+(�43(���9+4:*+9�94�8$>ɶ
�4<�143*�9,11�<(�*(9�94�4:7�'(89,3$9,43ɽ��:9�','3ʖ9�'4�84�43�9+(�

$5574$&+,3*�+4:7ɷ�$3'�9+(�3(=9�43(�$)9(7�9+$9ɶ��$>%(�,9�<$8�':(�94�4:7�
$:943424:8�5(78438ɷ��7:3(99(�$3'���&+448(�94�0((5�4:7�5(7843$1�2$&+,-
3$9,438�<,9+,3�4:78(1;(8ɶ��:7$%1>�%49+��7:3(99(�$3'���43�(;(7>�%:25�<(�
drove passed, would move, then be tossed around in the car. I saw her 
5(79:7%('ɷ�$3'�7('�+49�944�1,0(�9+(�89((7,3*�<+((1ɶ��7:3(99(ʖ8�%1$&0�+$,7�
<$8�<$;,3*�94<$7'8�2(�<,9+�1,991(�Ư88,43�%()47(�2>�24349434:8�)$&(ɶ�
�7:3(99(�ʕ8�245�1440('�1,0(�9+(�,38,'(�4)�$�24;,(�9+($9(7�$3'�,98�;,;,'�
8:774:3',3*8ɸ�7('�8($98�>4:�&$3�81,'(�,3ɷ�$3'�<$9&+��$8$%1$3&$ɶ��('��($98�
as I leaned back and closed my eyes and tried not to think about rain but 

7(9$�
$7%4�$9�9<(39>�842(9+,3*ɶ

Any one question that had been how long till we get to our destination, 
was stupefaction. I gathered from where his epochal words Tommy were 
8>2%414*>ɶ���&$:*+9�43�9+(�7(1($8(��422>ʖ8�8>2%41,&�<47'8�94��7:3(99(�,3�$�
85((&+�+:71('�$3'�:5&+:&0('�82,391>�$9��7:3(99(ɷ�9+(�$24:39�4)�',89$3&(�
<(�<(7(�)742��479+$3*(7��%%(>��43'43�,3�9+(�89($'>�)(&:3'�4)�9+(�&$7�
that his avoidance had seemed to meet the distance. And how I knew better, 
his chiming like a clock, a long arm divorced from its short arm, as so intan-
*,%1>�)742��7:3(99(ɷ�2($39���<4:1'�+$;(�94�8((9+(�,3�,9�)47�$8�143*�$8�9+(�
ride would foment.

�)�&4:78(�,9�&4:1'ʖ;(�%((3��7$,7,(�':��+(3�,)���1440('�4:9�
the window. Not knowing where we were interminably, or 
<+(7(�9+,8�97,5�<$8�9$0,3*�:8�,3�)$9(ʖ8�(>(8ɶ��:9���)(19�'((51>�
that I was connected and in this still. Even though his sharp 
worded avoidance was like ridicule, and I didn’t think I would 
+($7�$*$,3�8,3&(���1()9�9+(�8$3'%4=ɶ�

It was that person, you knew about from times, it seemed 
2((9,3*�6:,9(�748>�$9�$�&748874$'8ɷ��38,'(�9+(��$2(743�
Nissan. The three of us together in circumstances that looked 
',ƪ(7(39ɷ�>(9�,9�8((2('�<(�$77,;('�;(7>�>43'(7�94�9+(�*7,81>�
crossroads of and among the junipers in Sedona. You saw it 
was a dream and looked to be mirages telling us we had been 
closer to home.
	47�<+(7(�<(7(�<(ɷ��7:3(99(ɷ��422>ɷ�$3'��ɽ��+(3�$9�9+(�

crossroads, of a stop, if not at the same time place we’ve been 
to before, without trying either. On the rotation if possible 
three other people in a mirror world of doppelgangers, 
itinerant travelers, got there too. People who had never met 
but seemed more in their stop to them on the ease felt very 
idyllic, happy and complacent. 

Their mirages of Sedona, had more coloration than ours if 
>4:�&4:1'�5,&9:7(�,9ɶ��,0(�<+(3��4749+>ʖ8�+4:8(�,3��$38$8�)(11�
on the Wicked Witch, and the gray coloration boded dreary, 

TAMAR PAITCHADZE��$25,43 
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whole lot of promise of time that keeps going. Not the time, that said 
rain, and thunder on the radio, with little sense on what to do but not 
94�'<(11�43�,9ɷ��7:3(99(ɷ��422>ɷ�$3'��ɶ
�=&(59�+(�8479�4)�8$,'ɷ�94�9+(�80>�94�2$0(�,9�&(79$,3�9+(7(�<$8�

842(43(�)742�9+(�9+7((�4)�:8�5(78438�,38,'(�9+(��$2(743��,88$3�,3�
at least fear of losing their heart and humanity when forcibly put in 
9+(�9+74(8�4)�+:2$3,9>ʖ8�&439(259ɶ�ʓ�$7$9+438�$7(�)47�7:33(78ɷ�,)�>4:�
know you’re going to feel thirsty Tommy,” and it was for a moment, 
like a razor of light from the sun, it shone on the words of Tommy. 

and she landed on Oz, with Toto and came outside to see everything in 
color, the munchkins there to greet her latticed in color, and vibrancy.

We saw everything in pitch ebony, woebegone black. If they were people 
2((9,3*�)47�9+(�Ư789�9,2(�<,9+4:9��422>ɷ�<,9+4:9�+,8�7,',&:1(ɷ�431>�
&43841$9,43�(>(8�+(�*$;(�94��7:3(99(ɷ�$3'�43�9+(�<$>�%$&0ɷ�9+74:*+�9+(�
:3,5(78ɷ�9+(��479+��9$7ɷ�<4:1'�+(15�9+(2�*(9�4:9�4)��('43$ɶ��+48(�9+7((�
other people, not ourselves, could do, in great cessation of power, in that’s 
what luck brings. In a car, on a wispy night, the cool breeze comes through 
9+(�<,3'4<�$3'�*,;(8�7($28ɷ�51(9+47$ɷ�$3'�8:5(7Ʋ:,9>�4)�+45(ɶ��3'�$�
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�7,*+9(3('ɷ�ʓ9+(3�9(11�>4:7�%(89�)7,(3'ɷ�8,'(0,&0ɷ�94�148(�
his place in the marathon and get you a Poland Spring.” 
It became even more tumultuous during the loury, the 
sky was looking down on us, if we just Sapiens, I saw 
looking out with a perforated mouth, hearing Tommy 
saying to someone who wasn’t physically there, a 
specter, a metaphor for his test having come then and 
9+(7(�ʓ0((5�*4,3*ɷ�'43ʖ9�8945ɷ�9+,8�,8�$�2$7$9+43ɷ��422>�
not a race, good, Tommy think about getting to the 
Ư3,8+�1,3(ɶ��+,8�,8�$�2$7$9+43�349�$�7$&(ɷ�>4:�+$;(�431>�
a few miles.”
ʓ�9ʖ8�*4,3*�94�7$,3���9(11�>4:ɷʔ�8+(�8$,'�;(7>�14:'�$3'�

spurtly, and that was the modicum for a few miles, in 
9+(�2,1(8��422>�'74;(ɷ�9+$9��7:3(99(�8540(�(;(31>�)47�
+4<�143*��422>�'74;(�143*ɷ�(=,89(39,$1ɷ�$3'�)$7ɶ��+(3�
she hadn’t spoken but only for a very little before when 
2>�9+(7248�<$8�Ư11('�:5�94�9+(�+$1)<$>�2$70ɶ
�,2(�8((2('�94�2$0(�:8�)((1�<(�<(7(�:8('�94��422>ɹ�

he was a long arm on a clock. Tommy’s hurled upchuck 
symbolic words were telling enough, as he didn’t want 
to say if he was hungry or not. All the things I rather 
do. Fan myself with an Asian fan, and sit under a cool 
mangrove tree, and sit in the Sedona, and see the 

AVRAHAM ROSEN ZVI �4%49��,3(7

MUBASSHIRA RAHNAM��>5()$&(��(8,*3
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RICARDO SANTIAGOS��(&49>5( mirages of three other people who were unlike ourselves because of 
fate, and alchemy. 
�3'�9+(3ɷ�349�+($7��422>�$3'��7:3(99(�*4�$9�,9ɷ�4;(7�,)�43(�<$8�

hungry or not. And seethed in the two people confront their reserva-
tions about driving and be so awkwardly close together with a third 
person who rather not get involved if there were reservations.
�:73�43��$30(��&+4(3ɶ��(2(2%(7�2>�)$;47,9(�8&(3(ɶ��422>�

8((2('�$�1,991(�1(88�1,0(�	(77,8��:(111(7�<+4�5:8+('��$2(743�$74:3'�
$3'�8$3*��$30(��&+4(3�43�$�Ʋ4$9�,3�	(77,8��:(11(7ʖ8��$>�4ƪɶ���>�
9+$9�%49+�	(77,8��:(11(7ɷ�$3'��$2(743ɷ�<(7(�4''1>�7(&,574&$1�4)�
($&+�49+(7ɶ��,9+$1�	(77,8�9+(�247(�;(7%48(�43(ɷ�%:9��$2(743�*$;(�
into Ferris absolute demands. They wanted out of high school for 
one day, young high school recalcitrants, that just wanted a day 
94�%(�)7((�$3'�349�*4�94�8&+441ɷ�84�9+(>�','�$11�,3��$2(743ʖ8�)$9+(7�
driving 1961 Ferrari 250�
���5>'(7��$1,)473,$ɶ

He was a man. More like a running away from humanity simp, 
Tommy. The car turned. In drumming as it went on rumbling 
through the freeway by the full tank of gas, the sound had 
the propensity to keep me alert. I thought he had such heft in 
marathons, knowing how to stir the steering wheel, and with 
acumen win a race and a marathon.
�422>�*$;(�$�&:79�$Ƭ72$9,43�$%4:9�+,28(1)�<+,&+�<$8�8:5(7�

interdependent. A beat of shock fallen on his face by those little 

hairs along his sideburns spiked up, when on the radio they said 
it was going to rain. 
�7:3(99(ɷ�)479,Ư('�9+$9�+(7�431>�;(73$&:1$7�<$8�94��422>ɶ�ʓ��

hate driving with you Tommy, I know it’s going to rain, why not 
you just say you’re not hungry?”
�3'�<(�+$;(3ʖ9�*499(3�94�4:7�'(89,3$9,43�>(9ɶ��:9�)($7�

penetrated in someone not Tommy. I wondered who would 
97($9�+,8�%(89�)7,(3'ɷ�349�1,0(��$2(743ɷ�%:9��422>�94�+,8ɷ�,3�9+(�
anecdotal hurling he gave, as if someone were here right now, 
could save him. To that he hurled at faraway best friend we didn’t 
8((�$3'�:31,0(�	(77,8��:(11(7ɷ�','3ʖ9�+$;(�9+(�8$2(�;,8:$1,?$9,43�
47�1440ɷ�9+$9��$2(743�<$8�94�	(77,8�$�&43':,9�94�80,55,3*�8&+441�
on for a day, without the nag of parents, principles and sisters.

It felt, if there were someone there, it was almost a cradle of 
2$3�<+4�<$8�
4'�94��422>�)47�9(2547$7>�,3�%(,3*�5:9�3(=9�
to Tommy in the marathon pictorial in his head, that reamed 
him with the possibility that there is hope for Tommy. An oasis. 
You can count on it for, was his best friend, a metaphor for a 
punching bag to whom in the marathon would he owe it all to,  
,)�+(�*49�9+,789>�
4'ɷ�%(&$:8(�+(�8(7;('��422>ɷ�<+4�<$8� 
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)47(8+$'4<,3*�4)�
4'�$3'�,9�','3ʖ9�3(('�2(�94�,3)(7�
9+$9ɷ�4)�$3'�%(,3*�9+(�034<,3*��7:3(99(�','3ʖ9�+$;(ɶ�
When the rain was going to start to come, I guess 
�422>�14$)('�,9�4ƪ�$8�,)�842(43(�%(,3*�9+(7(ɷ�7$7(1>�
ever happened. When he didn’t say anything, we kept 
being silent to defy him.

Yet he showed a roaring adrenaline behind the wheel, 
that we guess guesstimated it was from a vanilla shake. 

On came the radio again, the commotion died down, 
us driving on the freeway for whenever we did, as it was 
$�143*�7,'(�84�349�034<,3*�9+(�(=$&9�9,2(ɷ�<+(7(�9+(�
road looked like a dagger of yellow arrows, wouldn’t 
2$0(�$�',ƪ(7(3&(ɷ�,)�<(�&4:39('�9+$9�,9�&4:1'�+$;(�%((3�
after coming down the pike in broad daylight. And it 
was going to rain, pounding, thick, hard. 
�(7,1>�,3':&,3*�:8�,394�7(2(2%(7,3*�9+(�9,2(8ɷ�<(�

sipped the skin milk from out the carton in front of 
4:7�8,89(78ɶ��+(�1489�9+4:*+9�4)�Ư3',3*�>4:78(1)�8,3*,3*�
�$30(��&+4(3ɷ�,3�$�2$99(7�4)�+4:78ɷ�<+(3�9+(�7$,3�
comes pouring and you just want your thermos to be 
Ư11('�94�9+(�;(7>�945ɶ�

ʓ�:9�+4<�143*�9,11�<(�*(9�94�4:7�'(89,3$9,43ɽʔ���','�
8$>ɷ�$9�9+$9�242(39�<+(3�9+(>�51$>('�9+(��7>89$18ɶ�
�7:3(99(ʖ8�+($'�8145(8�$3'�&$8&$'(8�<,9+�+(7�)$&(ɶ�
The loury, and sky blacker and more puissant of her 
)$&(ɷ��7:3(99(ʖ8�$8�<(�'74;(ɷ�$3'�+(7��7:3(99(ʖ8�$3*1(�
was beginning to tilt on a curvature, by her window 
8($9�$8�$�2$70�4)�Ư3$11>�%(,3*�,39(7(89('�,3�9+,8�
rhythm that she hadn’t before. It was the song that 
made her head and ears do a cleft deciphering on what 
she heard in the sound playing through the speakers. 
�+(��7>89$18ɷ�9+(3�+(��,88('��(ɷ�51$>('�43�9+(�7$',4ɶ�

Tommy turned the knob up a little on the volume so 
8+(ɷ��7:3(99(�&$3�+($7�9+(�2:8,&�9+$9���$17($'>�+($7'�
a hundred seconds before. The channel was on All the 
�(89��1',(8ɷ�$)9(7�8+(�1440('�:5�$9�2(ɷ�$3'�82,1('�1,0(�
$��:73(7��1$88,&�24;,(�)$3�+$'�(;$'('�+(7ɷ�$3'�$748(�
in her, the liking of Nostalgic sound. No more Sedona, 
we weren’t the three people in that mirage either, new 
$3'�41'ɷ�<(�<(7(�41'ɶ��3'��422>ʖ8�Ư72�+$3'�43�9+(�
034%�$3'�8+(�<$8�43(ɷ��7:3(99(�94�'(&,5+(7�944�1,0(�
me it was beautiful, becoming in the temporal a Turner 
�4;,(��1$88,&�	$3ɶ
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�2$*,3(��+(��25488,%1(
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